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Taxi Dispatcher with 4 years of experience in Making sure that all drivers are 
participating in the Pull Notice Program as mandated by the State of California 
requires all drivers be part of the Pull Notice Program.</div><div>Perform 
administrative duties such as, but not limited to maintaining transportation 
department files, filing out charge forms for transportation fees for residents, and 
review daily inspection sheets for all vehicles.

JUNE 1998 – OCTOBER 2003
TAXI DISPATCHER - ABC CORPORATION

 Monitored and coordinated the operation of ground transportation vehicles at 
the Newark International Airport utilizing Dispatch on Demand Computer 
System.

 Effectively communicated with drivers to coordinate the efficient and timely 
service to our guests.

 Scheduled guests pick up and drop off service while providing fare information 
over the phone or walk-in customers.

 Assisted passengers with issues that may arise while they are our guest.
 Logged and reported inappropriate driver behavior, vehicle accidents, and 

service failures.
 Extensive knowledged of local geographic area and the ability to read a map.
 Answered phone calls; deal with customers calling regarding lost &amp; found 

items, direct taxi drivers to their designated location - also greet.

1997 – 1998
TAXI DISPATCHER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Provide customer service.
 Dispatch taxi cabs for customers.
 Call and answer calls every 5 minutes while locating customers to where they 

need to go Accomplishments Learned to work at a very fast pace.
 Learned to multitask with out any distractions.
 To maintain the order of cabs at the taxi stand and dispatch vehicles and drivers

and help drivers meet customers transportation needs less.
 To maintain the order of cabs at the taxi stand and dispatch vehicles and drivers

and help drivers meet customers transportation needs.
 Coordinate dispatch according to work orders, route and traffic patterns 

Maintained operator work records for payroll funds Answered, screened, and .
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EDUCATION

Certificate In Health Care

SKILLS

Supervising, Inventory Management, Microsoft Office.
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